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A weighted pincushion holds a thread catcher on the edge of your sewing desk.
If you don't want to use sand in the pincushion, you can weight the pincushion by
inserting a few drapery weights in the bottom of the pincushion and filling with
lizard litter, crushed walnuts hulls, or fiberfill.
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Materials
II

pincushion,
III

pincushion

bottom

(Diagram

6.

align raw

3).

4. With right sides together,
layer pincushion

right

Sand or other heavyweight

remaining

with
main print 3V2x 51./2"

pincushion

rectangle.

Being careful

{bag lining)

filler'

catch straps
Finished

bag; 4:l.hx6x3"

leaving

Finished

pincushion:

of bottom

Approximatelv

outer bag (and
into bag lining and

4:l./2x2%xl"

through

Insert

opening

opening

lining into outer

bag and press top edge flat.

and

Topstitch

close to top edge to

complete

bag. Fill pincushion

with sand and slip-stitch

edge. sew together

4).

on all edges (Diagram

cut

Turn

in center

in stitching

a 2%" opening

closed.

not

to

side

raw edges.

in lining. Slip-stitch

bottom

10).

edges (Diagram

Sew together

9x21" piece (fat eighth) of
print

Insert

pincushion)

straps)

coordinating
III

3. Fold straps in half over
stitching and press flat to make

::'2x21· piece (fat quarter)
of main print (outer bag.

opening

closed.

Turn right side out to make
Measurements
allowances.

include

V.• seam

pincushion

5).

body (Diagram

Sew with right sides

topether unless otherwise

stated.

Assemble Bag
1. Sew together

Cut Fabrics
Cut pieces in the following

order.

From main print. cut:

6). Press seams to

one side or open.

2-8' squares

2-3%xS%"
rectangles
,_ • 2-21hx5" rectangles
From coordinating print. cut:

2. At one sewn corner of outer

III

i'!

8"

or edges to make outer bag
(Diagram

III

main print

squares along three pairs

flattened

2-8' squares

7).
1V2" from point of

triangle

Measuring
triangle.
across

Assemble Straps and
Pincushion

(Diagram

draw a 3"-long line
triar:gie.

Sew on drawn

line. Trim excess

1. With right sides together, fold
a main print 2lhx5" rectangle
in half lengthwise to make a
1 V4x5" rectangle

create a_,.

-.p~_rnatcthsearruLto

fabric,

leaving

~enter

::"/;/'seam atlowance. Repeat at
famairing
sewn corner to shape
bottom of outer bag. Turn outer

marl<

bag right side out.

11.

(Diagram

Using a %" seam, sew together

DIAGRAM 1

3. Positron pincushion

bottom

one side of bag; match

long edges to make a tube. Turn

against

tube right side out. Centering

strap raw edges to raw edge of

seam in front,

press tube flat to

bag; baste straps

make a strap.

Mark the center

1/4" from edge (Diagram

to bag a scant

8).

of the height of the strap.
Repeat

to make a second

strap.

4. Using coordinating
squares.

2. Referring
straps

to Diagram

on right

print 31hx5Vz"
center
shown.

2, place

a 4" opening

side of a main

bottom

rectangle

(Diagram

marks positioned
Sew across

with

repeat

print 8"
Step 1, leaving

in center

of

edge, to make bag lining
9).

as

each center

5. Repeat Step 2 to shape bottom

mark several times to secure

of bag lining. Leave lining wrong

straps

side out.

to rectangle.

.
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